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Introduction
We can learn from the haiku selected for this second book of
favorites that two great secrets of haiku are: 1) “Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity”—the advice that Thoreau gave to would-be writers1; and 2) rather than attempting—with our inherent duality and
bias toward “the significant”—to choose the haiku moment, let
the moment choose you.
A clear example of that is Yayû’s (1702-1783) experience: He’s
out following the flight of birds in the effortless way of the true
haiku spirit. What appears to be a skylark, high in the sky, catches
his attention; but just then he sneezes. And the haiku writes itself:
One sneeze
and the skylark
lost from sight 2

Here are two further examples of how a haiku of genuine simplicity can virtually write itself:

The man pulling radishes
pointed the way
with a radish 3

Looking up
at a passing cloud
a frog shifts its stance. 4

If you are willing to let the voice of things speak for themselves,
rather than to impose upon them your ideas of how things are, try
approaching your haiku moment in this way: Let yourself grow
quiet (haiku come out of the silence for a moment, only to lead us
right back into it). Immerse yourself in the aura of the season. A
clear indication of season suggests a shared background of color,
scent and sound. The big world of season simply overwhelms our
ordinary small-minded preoccu-pations. But remember that what
matters above all is that we achieve an expansive focus—that in the
moment we’re living in a wide-open, inclu-sive world of awareness
in which everything is viewed with a fresh, impartial eye.
—H. F. Noyes
1. Walden
2. Adapted by the author, Mainichi Daily News #208, 1986.
3. The Enlightened Mind, Stephen Mitchell, editor & translator, (Harper & Row, New York 1989), p. 99.
4. adapted by the author, From the Country of Eight Islands, Hiroaki Sato, translator, (Anchor Books, New York,
1981), p. 340.
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1

before tonight’s frost
bringing in a cricket song
with the geraniums
Elizabeth Searle Lamb

the parting wheat
frees

T

one tiny song
Elizabeth St Jacques

wo small songs from garden and field, two haiku poets each—
unexpectedly and in like spirit—in attunement with a voice
redolent of the season. Both haiku make me think of Alan
Ginsberg’s phrase “surprise mind.”

2

Summer’s going—
a bird shadow follows
the winding stream
Anna Holley

Autumn afternoon—
without a ripple three white clouds
cross the pond
Patricia Neubauer

W

hat I look for, over and over, are haiku that suspend the kind
of time Wordsworth deplored in “The World is Too Much With
Us:”
“…for everything we are out of tune.…”

The two haiku above carry me beyond time, where I can tune into
eternity. “Be still and know.…”

3

The skylark and the hototogisu
Make a cross
With their singing.
Kyorai

The cry of the hototogisu
Goes slanting—ah!
Across the water.

I
Bashô

still cherish these haiku that were amongst my earliest favorites
from the work of the old masters. The subject of both is the
hototogisu (the cuckoo is our closest parallel), whose cry is shrill and
fluty, but haunting. It’s said to die after it has sung eight thousand
and eight times.

4

Empty cafe
—the stopped clock
in the mirror
Matthew Louvière

T
leaving the tavern
he finds the moon still
there
George Ralph

wo kinds of silence—different in the extreme. The senryu
conveys a limitless, dead-still silence engulfing all sound. Yet it is
quite devoid of sabi because of the absence of the beauty of
loneliness in its ambience of forlorn, time-frozen emptiness. By
contrast, the haiku evokes that freshness and purity of nature
which we especially appreciate when we come to have it all to
ourselves. We feel the full impact of the contrast between our
noisy, artificial antidotes to loneliness and the serene and enriching relief nature provides.

5

really heavy rain—
now even the mountain
flows down the mountain
Paul O. Williams

B
Canada Geese
suddenly in the heart
the field takes wing
James Tipton

ehind the fluency of haiku language there is most often to be
found a corresponding flow in Nature—especially when we let her
speak for herself. The sweep of these poems is of comparable
majesty—an entire field lifting into the sky, a mountain sliding
down itself. I find them both to be haiku of great beauty; the latter
violates the rule against incorporating the beauty and metaphor of
western poetry into our haiku. We need to balance this rule with
Anita Virgil’s admonition: “To think of haiku as other than poetry
is to accede to mediocrity.”

6

Fading gong hangs in the air
swallows flying
through the sound
David Elliott

Summer night:
we turn out all the lights
to hear the rain
Peggy Willis Lyles

A

downtown
in the visual din
a blank billboard
Jeffrey Winke

most remarkable happening in the haiku moment is that the
senses of sight and sound may often become virtually inseparable.
We may see sound—its movement or location. When the lights go
out, it may be the silence that impresses us more than the
darkness, or the clearness of sound, shattering silence by its sheer
motion.

7

away from eyes
the stairwell holding
us in its arms
Rod Willmot

the long night
of the mannequins—
snow falling
Martin Shea

T

here are two classics among city haiku that insist on being
included in this collection. Because they tap into the universal in
urban experi-ence, an element of pathetic fallacy in no way mars
their effectiveness. In Willmot’s senryu the phrase “away from
eyes” speaks volumes about the need for privacy in city life. The
reader may add “away from ears” and endow the stairwell sanctuary
with a remembered depth of silence comparable with that in
Shea’s department-store window in an all-night snowstorm. Both
poems touch the hearts of city people, in their often narrow and
confined lives.

8

up from the sea wall
a plume of spray
filled with dusklight
Geraldine C. Little

Winter sea,
still waving in my body
on the pier.

I
Masako Ombe

Deep into this world
of Monet water lilies…
no sound.
Elizabeth Searle Lamb

n haiku we can and do make the self disappear. Silence and
stillness may do the trick, or sheer concentrated activity. The
sudden perception of the true beauty of the “ordinary” can lift us
out of ourselves. In the first example, the poet really loses herself
in what she has caught on the wing in the fleeting moment. Her sea
spray interpenetrated by “dusklight” is sheer haiku magic. In the
second, also a sea haiku, an element of nature replaces the self
altogether. In the last, “no sound” signifies a self “submerged.”

9

nightfall—
listening for it
on the mountain pass
John O’Connor

surrounded
by darkness—
the beautiful child
Catherine Mair

A

s examples of poets “aspiring to be deep without depth” (R. H.
Blyth), I find exceptional these two deceptively simple New
Zealand haiku.

10

fog:
sitting here
without the mountains
Gary Hotham

W

christmas night
the silence
behind the wind
Jerry Kilbride

e need not so much to be free of self as to free the self that we
naturally are. Our interlinkage with all of life does not signify in the
haiku moment a dependence upon the world of particular things.
The self alone, at one with nature and cosmically attuned, can be
good and ample company. We sense this truth beneath the surface
sabi loneliness in these examples.

11

On sand
a seagull feather
tries to fly
Radu Patrichu

Summer evening . . .
a hawk whistling
the fog away

G

Alice Ward

. K. Chesterton wrote: “The world will never starve for wonders, but only for want of wonder.” We think of wonder as being
a childlike quality, but it’s also a higher state of mind vital to haiku.
In English we rely upon the single word awe to connote both
wonder and reverence.

12

hole in my sock
letting spring
in
Raymond Roseliep

C

mist
a ladder
into it
Stephen Hobson

arol Scott Wainright writes: “I can’t imagine an art form
staying vital and alive—really ever being anything but a selfindulgence—if the ability and freedom to experiment is curtailed.” I sense in these haiku—besides essence of season and
mystery of nature—something universal and eternal. Similarly,
Zolo writes: “In my mind, the first definition of haiku is Eternity,
the sweeping away of thought, concept, illusion, mentation, etc.,
and the direct confrontation of the void.” How immedi-ate the
glimpses of Reality here!

spring thaw

13

my hair stays white

George Swede

S

After the scolding
my son gazes at the fish tank
fish gaze at me
George Swede

elflessness is integral to the haiku tradition, and the humble
are not easily humiliated. Yet it is human nature for us all to feel
diminished by certain experiences in life, and haiku as well as
senryu traditionally expose our human weaknesses. Looking in the
mirror in old age is un-likely to do much to shore up our amourpropre. Humor can help us at least in spirit not to feel left behind
in nature’s great upheavals of re-newal. Not less self-effacing is the
effect that dumb nature’s indifference may have upon our personal
states of mind, not to say, ego.

14

two leaves
touch in the pond
and separate
Alexis K. Rotella

how many times
did i tell him to be quiet—
child in coffin
Charles D. Nethaway, Jr.

R

od Willmot, reviewing Rotella’s On a White Bud, writes: “It
takes strength to be vulnerable.” I think of his words when I read
this beautiful haiku of hers, and am reminded of Nethaway’s haiku
moment—the most vulnerable and most defenseless that I can
remember.

15

summer burial—
mounrful chant of the grasses
no one hears
Federico C. Peralta

Visiting the graves
The old dog
Leads the way.
Issa

T

Into the blinding sun…
the funeral procession’s
glaring headlights.
Nick Virgilio

hese are the only haiku I’ve known which make me feel burial
personally and intensely. The latter two moods are achieved
through the visual; that of the blind poet Peralta makes its appeal
to our aural sensitivity. The haiku spirit is that of the Dakota
Indian: “When there is nothing to see, look; when there is nothing
to hear, listen.”

16

low tide—
sand filling
the anemone
Michael Dylan Welch

L

wind-swept dunes
an old kitchen broom
slowly buried
Garry Gay

asceles Abercrombie wrote: “The poet’s business is not to
describe things, or to tell us about things, but to create in our
minds the very things themselves.” But time like the river is ever
in flow, and a haiku poet is expected to show but a glimpse of
fleeting life. In the first of these selections, we gain a quick look
at a flower-bright polyp before it is glutted and shrouded with
sand; in the second, we are offered, in the wabi tradition, just a few
moments of identification with an old kitchen broom before its
inevitable disappearance in a swirling flux of sand.

17

In ordinary dress
and in an ordinary mind—
peach blossoms
Hosomi Ayako

H

the river—
coming to it with nothing
in my hands
Leatrice Lifshitz

aiku of simplicity, to be effective, must penetrate to our
hearts. Perhaps a difference between a haiku of simplicity and one
of just ordinary plainness is that the latter loses—or doesn’t even
try to find—the way to the heart of things. These two poets were
following the Way of simplicity—a way that reaches its very core,
from which issue revelations of reality, beauty and truth.

18

opening her fan:
a white heron flies over
the waterlilies
Roberta Stewart

your boat leaving—
in the water cloud images
drift further apart

W
Anna Holley

hat a lovely bright flash of whiteness Stewart has caught on the
wing—the above echoing the below. There is also a hint of magical
empowerment, as the opening of her fan seems to release the
whole peripheral scene. In Holley’s haiku the watcher wishes to
give full attention to the departing boat, but there is distressing
distraction in the parting cloud images in the water below.

19

arguing a point…
the tug with its haul of logs
gone out of sight
H. F. Noyes

Tilling the field:
The cloud that never moved
Is gone.

O
Buson

f all my haiku, this first I most associate with my native Oregon.
I hear in it an echo of the Buson haiku that through the years has
afforded me the greatest pleasure. In both, our ordinary sense of
time is suspended, and we “wake up” to discover something
missing in our peripheral vision.

20

In the middle of the night
this chair where you sat
in the middle of the day
Virginia Brady Young

A

Lost in heavy snow
roads that lead
to roads . . .
Virginia Brady Young

haiku can be near ideal as a memorial—not too little if heartfelt,
and not too much. In the first of these haiku, the sabi is relieved by
the wabi of that familiar, homely chair. How did Virginia know
there was a haiku in that simple scene? Intuition. She explains
that, to her, “Haiku is knowing there’s something there before you
experience it.” This truth is even more fully substantiated in the
second haiku, in which she literally finds something in nothing.

21

The feeble plant,
At last,
Has a wobbly flower.
Issa

B

The water-bird
Looks heavy,—
But it floats!
Onitsura

lyth termed humor “an indispensable element of poetry and
religion. My preference is for the most human-hearted variety.
When asked what he considered the greatest virtue, Confucius
named human-heartedness. These are two of my favorite humorous haiku with this subtle quality. Both poets are willing to see
themselves and their own lives reflected in the light of the foolish
side of things.

22

dawn
evening primrose petals
closing
Charles B. Dickson

rainswept parking lot
headlights of a locked car
grow dim

I
Charles B. Dickson

think of the first of these as Dickson’s death poem. And I find
something inordinately beautiful in a poem of dawn serving as a
farewell haiku. He later wrote the second, a sadder farewell,
redolent of sabi. It is truly one of finality, one that seems to shut
out all life and light. And yet how long a spirit such as his lives on!

23

Shortening the line
at the soup kitchen—
the first fall rain
Tom Tico

Christmas Eve . . .
at the lot, the trees
not chosen

H
Tom Tico

ere is a poet whose haiku strike chords of deep sympathy, yet
also at times convey the detachment of a wandering monk. For
over seven years Tom Tico lived among the homeless. Out of
literally dozens of examples of his sensitivity to the sabi aspect of
things and life, I offer here just two special favorites.

24

‘Peach blossoms follow
the moving water,’ she said—
and then fell silent
O. Mabson Southard

They spoke no word—
The visitor, the host,
And the white chrysanthemum.
Ryôta

I

n haiku we give no place to the self of egocenteredness. And
sometimes we can and do make the self virtually disappear. Silence
may accomplish this disappearing act, as it does in meditation.
The vanishing act can be deliberate or unintentional; often the
sudden perception of the true beauty in the “ordinary” can lift us
out of ourselves. In the haiku moment, an element of nature may
seem to displace our self altogether. When we “let go,” coming in
openness to our haiku moments, our sense of self can become “a
home rather than a prison. You can come and go freely. . .the self
a verb, not a noun; a wave, not a particle.” Herrigel speaks of “how
intoxicatingly the vibrancy of an event is communicated to him
who is himself a vibration.”

25

an old field
throbbing with insects
the summer moon
John Wills

after midnight
another drop of water
filling the silence
Dorothy McLaughlin

H

ow mysterious haiku are, that a whole field of throbbing
insects and one drop dripping in the night can be equally effective
in carrying us to the deepest level of silence.
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